Taxes and TARDIS

Taxes and TARDIS by N.R. WalkerBrent
is a jock, Logan a geek, these men are a
world apart. But if opposites attract, maybe
its the differences between them that make
it worth the fight.Brent Kelly is a laid-back
tradesman whose only concerns are drinks
with friends and which man to bed next. In
need of a new accountant to sort out his
nightmarish shoebox of tax receipts, hes
referred to Logan Willis.He doesnt expect
to be intrigued by the science
fiction-loving,
geeky
guy
with
dark-rimmed glasses and a TARDIS-blue
shirt. So his fascination with the
soft-spoken Englishman surprises him, and
their mutual attraction is completely
unexpected. He most certainly never
expects to fall in love.One a jock and the
other a geek, both men know the
differences between them are vast and
could cause problems. But in this
opposites-attract erotic drama, maybe its
the differences between them that make
staying together worth the fight.About N.R.
WalkerN.R. Walker is an Australian
author, who loves her genre of gay
romance. She loves writing and spends far
too much time doing it, but wouldnt have it
any other way.She is many things; a
mother, a wife, a sister, a writer. She has
pretty, pretty boys who live in her head,
who dont let her sleep at night unless she
gives them life with words.She likes it
when they do dirty, dirty things...but likes
it even more when they fall in love.She
used to think having people in her head
talking to her was weird, until one day she
happened across other writers who told her
it was normal.Shes been writing ever
since...

3 quotes from Taxes and Tardis: So, this Doctor Who guy travels to different galaxies in the TARDIS thing? There was
only silence on the line, so as alRead Taxes and TARDIS by online on Bookmate Brent is a jock, Logan a geek, these
men are a world apart. But if opposites attract, maybe itsPosts about Taxes and TARDIS written by nrwalker and
suebrownstories.Posts about Taxes and TARDIS written by suebrownstories and nrwalker.Brent is a jock, Logan a geek,
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these men are a world apart. But if opposites attract, maybe its the differences between them that make it worth the
fight.2017. febr. 27. N. R. Walker: Taxes and Tardis. Megnezem. Book Depository. Rakeresek. Konyvtar. Brent Kelly
is a laid-back tradesman whose only concernsEditorial Reviews. About the Author. N.R. Walker is an Australian author,
who loves her genre Taxes and TARDIS - Kindle edition by N.R. Walker. Download itTaxes and TARDIS N.R.
Walker ISBN: 9781985168602 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit Versand und Verkauf duch
Amazon.Publishers Note: This book was previously released under the same title. It has been expanded, revised and
re-edited for re-release with Pride PublishinTaxes and TARDIS Stand Alone Novels & Shorts. Brent is a jock, Logan a
geek, these men are a world apart. But if opposites attract, maybe its the differencesTaxes and TARDIS - Kindle edition
by N.R. Walker. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like
bookmarks,Taxes and TARDIS eBook: N.R. Walker: : Kindle Store.Taxes and Tardis has 2763 ratings and 492 reviews.
Exina said: Brent Kelly has no problem with dating. He could get anyone he wants. But somehow, weirdl
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